Novel analytical models have been proposed in this study which extends current available fluid-structure interaction (FSI) theories for explosion induced shock loading on monolithic and laminated composite plates to sandwich composite panels, featuring core compression. The proposed models have been asymptotically validated against other FSI existing theories in low pressure range. A qualitative comparative analysis of the proposed models has been made with other existing FSI theories from the viewpoint of energy conservation. Core compression as predicted by the proposed models can be utilized for more economical, robust design of blast resistant sandwich composite structures. V C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Sandwich composite panels are nowadays preferred over monolithic and laminated composite panels in mitigating the effects of underwater explosion induced shock loads. [1] [2] [3] [4] The primary reason for this preference is improved energy dissipation mechanism of sandwich composite panel core in comparison with conventional monolithic or laminated composite panels. The structural response of a sandwich panel subjected to explosion induced shock load has been identified as fluid-structure interaction (FSI) phase, core crushing phase, and deformation phase of a crushed panel either in coupled or uncoupled way. 1, 5 Apart from these phases, other events may also occur, such as heat generation during shock wave propagation leading to phase change in solid, delamination of the face sheet from the core, fracture in the panel; which have been kept outside the scope of the problem being investigated in existing literature on this topic and also from this manuscript.
A. Review of fluid-structure-interaction models Taylor, in his seminal paper, 6 demonstrated that FSI has a beneficial effect in reducing impulse transmission for lightweight plates. However, the assumptions of acoustic medium and constant back pressure limit the applicability of the Taylor's theory under intense shock loads. A FSI theory, considering non-linear compressible air medium, was proposed 7, 8 and shown to result in further reduction in transmitted impulse for same plate mass and shock intensity. A modification to Taylor's theory, keeping acoustic assumption, was proposed by Liu and Young 9 to highlight the fact that a reduction in impulse transmission can be achieved by removing constant back pressure assumption. Non-linear compressible medium both front and back of the plate was introduced by Peng et al. 10 for air and by Ghoshal and Mitra 11 for water medium. It was shown that significant reductions could be obtained for impulse transmission to the panel if these factors were considered. Here, it should be noted that these theories provide the loads on a free-standing monolithic rigid plates, and thereby cannot be directly applied to sandwich composite panels which feature core compression as one of the primary mechanisms of energy dissipation.
B. Review of core-compression models
Different types of theories of varying complexity exist in poromechanics 12 in which pores are compressed on application of pressure and/or shock compression loading. It has been found in literature that rigid-perfectly-plastic-locking (R-P-P-L) idealization of the stress strain curve is widely used in studying the crushing of core material. The primary concept behind this R-P-P-L theory is that on application of load, the porous material uniformly compresses and eventually in the region where the pores are compressed, it starts behaving as a rigid material. Therefore, the physical phenomena of heat generation and possibilities of phase change due to presence of pores, the role played by the fluid within the pores, deformation of the structure after all the pores are fully or partially compressed are neglected in this theory. In this regard, it should be mentioned that theory of R-P-P-L has been introduced by Reid and Peng 13 while studying the crush dynamics of wood. This R-P-P-L idealization has been thereafter widely used in studying different impact and shock problems using various types of fabrications, such as foam cores 14, 15 and lattice cores. 16, 17 Lopatnikov et al. 18 proposed an elastic-perfectly-plastic locking (E-P-P-L) model as an extension to R-P-P-L model. Li and Reid 19 proposed corrections in unloading assumption and impact velocity regimes of E-P-P-L model. Recently, rigid-linearly hardening plastic locking (R-LH-P-L) has been proposed by Zheng et al.
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C. Review of core-compression models used along with fluid-structure interaction models Deshpande and Fleck 21 adopted Taylor's acoustic theory for fluid structure interaction phase and R-P-P-L model for core crushing phase to study the response of composite structure under shock loads. Main 7 along with R-P-P-L model to determine the optimal mass distributions for mitigating shock through the sandwich plate. It should be noted that even though theory by Main and Gazonas 22 did include non-linear compressible medium but did not consider pressure rise on the back of the panel due to plate movement. Wang et al. 23 performed shock-tube experiments on sandwich composites to demonstrate that their analytical model 8 comply with experiments during characteristic fluid-structure interaction time. In the present manuscript, R-P-P-L model for core compression utilizing the FSI theory of Ghoshal and Mitra
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(featuring non-linear compressibility and pressure rise at back of the plate subjected to underwater explosion induced shock loads) along with the correction due to FSI in the rear side of the plate in air or water backed condition has been presented. The results obtained from the proposed theory have been compared with existing theories 21, 22 and core compressibility has been investigated which would have significant impacts on design of blast mitigation sandwich composite structures.
D. Objectives and approach
The primary objective of this manuscript is to develop new theories for sandwich composite panels (featuring core compression) subjected to intense underwater explosion induced shock loads. To this end, the authors have proposed an analytical theory to include coupled effect of core compression along with non-linear compressible medium (air/-water) at the rear side of the plate.
The outline of the paper is as follows: A theory for fluid structure interaction considering non-linear compressible water medium has been presented in Sec. II. Section III deals with the extension of this theory to include coupled effect of core compression along with non-linear compressible medium (air/water) at the rear side of the plate. Section IV provides results and discussions comparing the proposed theory along with other existing theories considering fluid structure interaction and core compression. A comparison between these models from energy conservation perspective has been provided in Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI conclusions are briefed.
II. FLUID STRUCTURE INTERACTION CONSIDERING NON-LINEAR COMPRESSIBILITY OF WATER
The theory of FSI considering non-linear compressibility of water and different backing conditions, developed by authors, 11 has been presented briefly in this section. Therein, shock has been modelled as a pressure pulse (pðtÞ ¼ p s e ðÀt=t i Þ ) exponentially decaying with time (t), where p s and t i are peak-over pressure and decay time, respectively. It has been shown 11 that when an exponentially decaying shock impinges on a free-standing plate, relative impulse transmission, i.e., ratio of transmitted (I p ) and incident impulse (I i ) (for arbitrary plate mass, shock intensity) can be obtained by an empirical relation as
where C R is the ratio of reflected to incident shock or reflection coefficient for constant shock impinging on a fixed rigid flat plate and c R is relative impulse transmission coefficient due to exponential shock impinging on a fixed rigid flat plate (as mass m p ! 1)
The variation of C R and c R for different peak overpressure ratio has been provided in Fig. 1 . Fluid-structure-interaction parameter (b s ) and non-dimensional parameter (f R ) are given, respectively, as
where m FSI is mass involved in fluid-structure-interaction and q w 0 is initial density of water. Incident shock quantities, i.e., particle velocity (u p ), shock velocity (U s ), and peak density (q w s ) can be obtained by solving Rankine-Hugoniot jump (RHJ) condition with linear shock particle (U s À u p ) velocity relation of Mie Gr€ uneisen equation of state (MGEOS) as
and
Here, c 0 and S 1 are fitting coefficients. It should noted that the theory developed by Ghoshal and Mitra 11 includes phase transition of water to ice VII; however, given the practicality of core strength and dimension of sandwich composite, only phase-I, i.e., prior to phase transition, has been used in this manuscript. The fitting coefficients, pertaining to phase-I (8) obtained from a transmitted impulse (refer Eq. (1)) is typically applied to a structure on the shock impingement side. A decay time of t i $ 10 À3 has been used for calculations in this manuscript wherein reflected pressure profile closely resembles with pressure history curve obtained through numerical simulation by Ghoshal and Mitra. 11 
III. CORE COMPRESSION MODEL CONSIDERING COUPLED EFFECT OF FSI AT REAR SIDE
One of the limitations of the theory presented in Sec. II is that it is applicable only for monolithic plates and/or laminated composite plates where there is no core-compression (an important mode of energy dissipation in sandwich panels). Typically, the advantage in consideration of varying back pressure case comes from the increased FSI effect due the movement of the plate but this may overestimate the FSI behavior in case of sandwich panel, since core compression due to plastic shock within the core would reduce the back sheet velocity. Thereby this necessitates a study on plastic shock wave propagation for soft cores with different backing conditions (viz. air or water), which has been illustrated in this section.
A one dimensional shock impingement problem on a sandwich panel with foam core has been formulated in this manuscript. Let an impulsive load be applied as pressure time history (p L ðtÞ) on the front face sheet. Upon shock impingement, the front face sheet accelerates till it reaches peak velocity and when core begins to crush it starts to decelerate. Whereas rear face sheet starts to accelerate as soon as elastic precursor reaches back-face-sheet, i.e., instantaneously (since initial response is rigid in R-P-P-L assumption) and thereby gives rise to back/right side pressure (p R ðtÞ) on the plate.
The sandwich panel has been considered to be composed of two identical rigid face sheets with mass m f and a crushable core (initial length c) with mass m c . The core is treated as rigid perfectly plastic foam-like material with dynamic yield strength r c and densification strain D . Idealized stress-strain curve for the rigid perfectly plastic material has been provided in Fig. 2(a) . Initial response of the material has been assumed to be rigid which means elastic precursor travels at an infinite speed and stress in the core rises to r c as soon as pressure pulse impinges on the front face. This event is followed by plastic shock within the core which travels towards the rear face sheet from the front face sheet. Initiation of plastic shock will cause a jump in compressive nominal strain in the downstream of the shock to D which will thereby cause a jump in stress to r d . It has been assumed that at any instance of time t, the plastic shock front has travelled a distance X s ðtÞ, measured in undeformed/initial configuration as depicted in Fig. 2(b) and at that time, front face-sheet and the downstream region of the shock have a common velocity of v d , while rear face-sheet and upstream of the shock have a velocity of v u .
Conservation of linear momentum for an one dimensional situation, without the presence of body force, considering a Lagrangian/material description and small deformation situation, is
Here r is the Cauchy stress, v is material velocity, X is the position in the reference/original configuration, and q i is the initial density of the material (measured in undeformed/initial configuration). Here, it should be noted that r is compressive stress. Thereby integrating Eq. (9) over two partial domains ð0 X X s Þ and ðX s X cÞ separated by a discontinuity, i.e., the plastic shock front yields the equation of motion for front side as
and for the rear side as
Here, it should be noted that mass of the core is m c ¼ q c c, where, q c is the initial density of the core. Hadamard's kinematic compatibility condition across the shock front gives 12, 21, 26, 27 
where C pl is the material shock velocity. Furthermore, conservation of linear momentum across the shock front dictates 12, 21, 26 FIG. 2. R-P-P-L model for core compression: (a) idealized stress-strain curve and (b) a schematic diagram of shock wave propagation through the soft core.
The accelerating face sheet at the back side of the plate will produce a shock in the fluid behind it. This shock will propagate at a shock speed (U b ) with a particle velocity (u b ) which is same as that of back face sheet velocity (u b ¼ v u ). Pressure can be obtained by applying RHJ condition between the upstream and downstream of the shock. Different backing conditions have been proposed in this research: for water backed varying back pressure considering coupling with core compression the rear side pressure is
whereas for air backed varying back pressure considering coupling with core compression it is
Here, initial density (q The theory mentioned above, holds true only if the relative strength (the ratio of crushing strength and peak pressure) of the core is low, i.e., plastic shock initiates within the core. So, using the initial conditions, at
and p R ¼ 0, the necessary condition for plastic shock initiation within the core can be obtained from above equations as
where m is the ratio of core mass (m c ) to face-sheet mass (m f ). An ordinary differential equation solver ðode45Þ of MATLAB which uses Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg integration steps has been used to solve the simultaneous differential equations (Eqs. (10)- (12)) with the initial conditions stated above.
Equations (10)- (15) are valid until the occurrence of following events: (1) shock wave is arrested in the core ( _ X s ¼ 0) or (2) reaches back face-sheet (X s =c ¼ 1). After that the pressure on left side of the plate switches to
which is same as the equation for rigid plate. However, initial condition is different for the two events. Velocity of the front and the rear face-sheets is the same at the time when shock-wave is arrested in the core. Thus, the initial condition for solving Eq. (17) 
For the case when shock wave reaches the back sheet, the integrated front face-sheet and core collide with the back face-sheet and travel at the same velocity. However, the advantage of providing the core as sacrificial material is lost if the shock wave reaches back face-sheet. Thereby in this research, the core dimension and ranges of peak overpressure have been chosen such that the shock wave does not reach the back face-sheet.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Results obtained from the above proposed theory are discussed in this section along with comparisons with other existing theories considering both core compression and fluid structure interaction. Two choice of core to face sheet mass ratios m ¼ 0:5 and m ¼ 0:05 has been used in calculations. The parameter m has been controlled by choosing thickness of the face-sheet, respectively, as 0.005 m and 0.05 m, while the thickness of the core (0.05 m) was kept same for both the cases. Relative density of the core ( q) was taken as 5% in all the calculation. Relative density of the core is related density of parent material as q ¼ q c =q. A density of 7850 kg/m 3 and yield strength (r Y ) of 400 MPa, typical values for super austenitic stainless steel, were chosen for parent material. Crushing strength of the core was assumed to be related to yield strength of parent material as 14, 21 
whereas densification strain ( D ) as a function of relative density ( q) can be obtained as 14,21
Four different models (based on previous and existing research) are considered in this section, which are eventually compared:
( 7 in context of air blast along with R-P-P-L model for core compression. Since in this manuscript, water medium is being considered instead of air medium, this theory has been suitably modified by considering MGEOS with linear shock-particle velocity relationship instead of ideal gas equation of state (EOS) originally considered by kambouchev et al. 7 Note in this also, no pressure rise was considered rear of the plate. (3) Model GM air : This corresponds to one of the models proposed in this manuscript. It considers non-linear compressible water medium front of the plate (modelled using MGEOS with linear shock-particle velocity relationship), non-linear compressible air medium rear of the plate (modelled using ideal gas EOS) and R-P-P-L core compression model. This type of situation can exist in single hulled vessels. (4) Model GM water : This model, also proposed in this manuscript, considers non-linear compressible water medium front and rear of the plate (modelled using MGEOS with linear shock-particle velocity relationship) along with R-P-P-L core compression model. This type of situation can exist in double hulled vessels.
Typically, FSI theories 6,7,9-11 are based on the assumption of free-standing rigid plates. Applying these theories to sandwich composites needs an approximation in mass involved in fluid structure interaction. Deshpande and Fleck 21 chose FSI mass to be same as mass of the front facesheet. Main and Gazonas 22 reported that this assumption of choosing FSI mass as face-sheet mass, neglects the resistance due to crushing of core and thus overestimates the beneficial effect of FSI and proposed FSI mass to be dependent on the relative core strength (which has been considered in this manuscript) as
2 þ m; otherwise:
The variation of relative shock arrest position ( (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ), the plate mass has been kept the same even though the normalized overpressure (inverse relative core strength) has been varied. In both these figures, relative shock arrest position has been considered to be zero if shock-wave does not initiate within the core and considered to be 1 for which shock-wave reaches the back facesheet. It is observed from the figures that core compression due to shock loading is more for Model FD than in comparison with other models suggesting that core thickness chosen for the purpose of blast mitigation structural design based on this theory would result in over safe designs. Later, Figure 4 along with Sec. V would also demonstrate that the beneficial effects of fluid-structure interaction parameter are underestimated for models not considering non-linear compressibility of the medium. Models MG sim and GM air give almost response similar since density of air on the rear of the plate (considered in model GM air ) being very less results in little resistance being offered by the air medium. The inset figure demonstrates slight differences between the two cases. Model GM water provides core compression values in between the upper and lower bounds provided by the above models and thereby would not result in either too over-conservative or under-conservative design. A comparison of the prediction by models GM air and GM water also supports observations by experimental investigations 28, 29 which suggest that core compression is more with increase in back-pressure. The trend between different choices of m is observed to be similar (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) ). However, a closer look in the two figures for all the cases reveals that as m is increased, the advantage offered by the fluid-structure interaction is increased and thereby the amount of core compression decreases for a specified value of normalized overpressure. It can also be observed from both the figures that core compression predicted by the models MG sim , GM air , and GM water is closer to model FD at low pressure ranges. This suggests that in low pressure ranges, where predominance of nonlinear terms in compressibility is less (regime which can be considered to be asymptotically approaching acoustic limits), the core compression values predicted by the proposed theories match the acoustic case for model FD; thereby asymptotically validating the proposed theories along with modified theory of Main and Gazonas. 22 It can be observed from Figure 4 that front and rear rigid face sheet velocities of the panel are significantly higher for the FD case in comparison with those observed from the proposed theory in the manuscript. The reason for this is that consideration of non-linear compressibility of the medium through which the shock wave propagates enhances the beneficial effects of FSI in reducing impulse transmitted to the structure. 7, 10, 11 It should also be highlighted, here, that rear face sheet velocity decreases exponentially in FD model in spite of no buildup of rear face sheet pressure (as seen for GM water case) because cavitation is being considered in this model. However interestingly, it has also been mentioned in the same manuscript 21 (refer page 2375) that their proposed theory is unable to capture post-cavitation behavior properly. Since effect of cavitation in a non-linear compressible medium is a complex topic, the topic on cavitation has been kept beyond the scope of this current work as well as in other previous literature. 7, 10, 11, 22 In Fig. 5 , normalized rear face-sheet velocity (v u ) has been plotted for various cases (MG sim , GM air , GM water ) with respect to normalized time for two different values of core to face sheet mass ratios m ¼ 0:5 and m ¼ 0:05. Reference time scale used in normalization is t II ¼ t i p s =r c , whereas reference rear face-sheet velocity has been normalized with respect to the incident velocity to the structure, I p =m FSI . This figure highlights the influence of backside pressure in damping the motion of the plate. In Case MG sim , rear face-sheet velocity never decays since no pressure rise at the backside of the plate has been assumed. Case FD has not been shown in Fig. 5 , since it was argued in Fig. 4 that it leads to unrealistic results as impulse transmission to the structure is overestimated due to acoustic medium consideration. Now, if Case MG sim and Case GM water are compared then it can be clearly seen that the peak velocity reduces in Case GM water . This is quite obvious since under water-backed condition core absorbs more energy which reduces kinetic energy (see Sec. V) and thereby reduces back face-sheet velocity. It can be also seen in Fig. 5 that rear face sheet velocity decays sharply. This is due to sharp rise in backside pressure which acts as a non-linear damping (see Eqs. (14) and (15)) thereby resisting the motion of the plate. However, it is hard to distinguish the difference between Case MG sim and case GM air ; a closer look at the inset reveals that decay of velocity is slow. This is primarily due to the amount of resistance provided by the air medium at the back of the plate is less compared with water-backed which is reflected in slow decay in back face-sheet velocity. This analytical theory for freestanding composite plate can be utilized for calculating design pressure time history (contemplating to arrest the shock within the core) prior to detailed structural analysis with boundary condition. Apart from increase in normalized velocity with lowering of m, no significant difference could be observed in between Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).
V. ENERGY CONSERVATION
The thermo-mechanical balance of energy requires that the work done by the incident pressure pulse due to shock load (W p L ) is the sum of kinetic energy of the plate (E k ), energy dissipated due to core compression (E d ), and work done by the pressure pulse at the right side of the plate (W p R )
The work done by the incident pressure pulse can be obtained as
In comparison, FD assumes Taylor's acoustic theory and thereby work done by the incident pressure pulse turns out to be
Because of rigid nature of the initial response, at any instance of time material ahead of the plastic shock front does not contribute to the energy dissipation, which occurs only in the downstream of shock. So, the rate of energy dissipation as a function of plastic shock wave propagation speed can be obtained as 
Equation (24) can be rewritten using (12) and (13) as
Kinetic energy can be obtained as the sum of kinetic energy of downstream and upstream of the shock
Differentiating Eq. (26) with respect to time and substituting Eqs. (10), (11), and (13) therein yields
The work done by the pressure at the right side of the plate can be written as
However, it is worth mentioning that in case of FD and MG sim , W p R is zero, since pressure rise at the back side of the plate has been neglected. Summing Eqs. (26), (25) , and (28) one can easily obtain
Equation (29) is the time derivative form of energy conversion given in Eq. (21) . Comparative evaluation of the different energies is shown in Figure 6 . It can be proved again that the impulse transmission to the structure due to acoustic consideration of medium is the primary factor for increase in W p T for the FD model in comparison with the other models. This has been stated in previous literature 7,10,11 without a formal proof from energy conservation viewpoint. It is also observed that E d and E k are also significantly high for FD model in comparison with other models proposed in this regard. Fig. 7 presents a comparison between pressure applied on the left side, kinetic energy and plastic dissipation, and pressure rise on the right side of the plate for proposed models in this manuscript. The parameter used for nondimensionalising the energy and work done is the initial kinetic energy imparted to the plate, I 2 p =ð2m FSI Þ. Reference time scale used in normalization is t II ¼ t i p s =r c , whereas reference rear face-sheet velocity has been normalized with respect to the incident velocity to the structure, I p =m FSI .
Non-dimensionalized plastic dissipation is found to be underestimated in Case GM air in comparison with Case GM water which highlights that the pressure rise at the back side of the plate has important implication in design of core for blast mitigation of sandwich structure. Assuming a thermo-mechanical system and no change in total mass, the kinetic energy tends to zero very slowly in case GM air compared with case GM water . Since the work done by the incident pressure on the left side of the plate is same for both the cases, ( m). Based on comparison of the two figures, it can be mentioned that as ratio of core mass to the face sheet mass is increased the plastic dissipation energy is increased, the decay in kinetic energy from peak is faster and the contribution of work done by pressure rise on back of plate is decreased.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A novel theory has been proposed for sandwich composite panels subjected to underwater explosion induced strong shock loads. The proposed theory considers non-linear compressibility of medium both front and back of the plate along with core compression of the sandwich panel. The theory has been asymptotically validated and has been compared with other existing theories in this context. Estimates of compression of the core can be obtained from this theory which would eventually result in new guidelines for robust, efficient, and economic design of the core region for sandwich composite panels. A study on energy conservation has also been carried out as part of this study to demonstrate increase in plastic dissipation energy, increase in rate of decay in kinetic energy, and decrease in contribution of work done by pressure rise on back of the plate along with increase in the ratio of core to face-sheet mass.
Obviously, the model proposed in the manuscript has its own limitations and can be improved upon further to consider more realistic models for core compression, to include in deformation of the panels (resulting in possible face-core delamination and/or fracture of matrix, fiber or core) and to consider effects of heat generated during the process. These topics have been kept outside the topic of investigation carried out in this manuscript and will be addressed later by the authors and/or by other researchers. Since there also does not exist any published experimental work in the range of pressures considered in the study, an experimental investigation can also be a future topic of interest to future researchers. The effects of cavitation and bubble pulse are also phenomena which are of interest in the study of underwater explosion but have been kept outside the scope of work since these happen at larger time scales in comparison with shock wave propagation and its interaction with the structure. However, a combined study over a larger time scale than that as considered in the study would be another area for future research.
